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FIG. 2 is a How diagram illustrating a process for identify

MERGING OBJECTS IN A FACTS DATABASE

ing key attributes, according to some embodiments of the
invention.
FIG. 3 is a How diagram illustrating a process for merging
objects in a fact repository, according to some embodiments
of the invention.

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to the following applications,
each of Which is hereby incorporated by reference:
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/097,688, “Corroborat

FIG. 4 illustrates a data structure for an object and associ
ated facts in a fact repository, according to some embodi
ments of the invention.

ing Facts Extracted from Multiple Sources,” ?led on Mar. 31,

2005;
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/097,690, “Selecting the

FIG. 5 illustrates an object processing system, according to

Best AnsWer to a Fact Query from Among a Set of Potential

some embodiments of the invention.

AnsWers,” ?led on Mar. 31, 2005;
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/097,689, “User Inter

throughout the draWings.

Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts

face for Facts Query Engine With Snippets from Information
Sources that Include Query Terms and AnsWer Terms,” ?led
on Mar. 31, 2005;

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

US. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/ 142,853, “Learning
Facts from Semi-Structured Text,” ?led on May 31, 2005;

In a schema-agnostic fact repository, each fact is an arbi
trary piece of information extracted from a document and
associated With an arbitrary entity. Because the facts and
entities are all arbitrary, from the perspective of the fact

US. patent application Ser. No. 11/142,748, “System for
Ensuring the Internal Consistency of a Fact Repository,” ?led
on May 31, 2005; and
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/ 142,765, “Identifying
the Unifying Subject ofa Set of Facts,” ?led on May 31, 2005.
TECHNICAL FIELD

20

repository, the system may have dif?culty recognizing, in the
absence of an exact one-to-one correspondence, that tWo

entities (and their associated facts) in the system are actually
25

the same and may be merged into one. The term “arbitrary” is
used here to mean that the facts and entities need not comply
With any particular set of patterns or rules. AlloWing a fact

The disclosed embodiments relate generally to fact data
bases. More particularly, the disclosed embodiments relate to

repository to store arbitrary facts, associated With arbitrary

identifying primary keys for facts and merging objects based

time Without any preconceptions as to What constitutes facts

on similar names and values for the primary keys.

entities, enables the fact repository to groW and change over
30

BACKGROUND

suitable for storage in the fact repository. Key fact types may
be identi?ed for entities in the fact repository system. Using
the key fact types, entities that have same or similar names
and have the same value for the key fact type may be inferred
to be the same entity and merged into one.
FIG. 1 illustrates a netWork 100, according to some

The World Wide Web (also knoWn as the “Web”) and the

Web pages Within the Web are a vast source of factual infor
35
mation. Users may look to Web pages to get ansWers to factual
embodiments of the invention. NetWork 100 includes one or

questions, such as “What is the capital of Poland” or “What is

more document hosts 102 and a fact repository engine 106.

the birth date of George Washington.” The factual informa
tion included in Web pages may be extracted and stored in a
fact database.
A fact database system may, at times, extract and store

information that is redundant. Reduction of redundancy in the
fact database improves the quality of the fact database. HoW
ever, the fact database system may not knoW that the redun
dant information stored Within is in fact redundant. Without
knoWing Which information is redundant, efforts to reduce
the redundancy of the fact database become more dif?cult.
Accordingly, it is desirable to provide methods and sys

The netWork 100 also includes one or more netWorks 104 that

couple these components.
40

able data including any combination of text, graphics, multi
media content, etc. In some embodiments, a document may

be a combination of text, graphics and possibly other forms of
45

include one or more facts Within its contents. A document

stored in a document host 102 may be located and/ or identi
50

According to an aspect of the invention, a method of pro

cessing objects includes accessing a set of objects, each
object having a name and a set of one or more attribute-value

pairs; identifying a candidate attribute in the attribute-value
pairs; identifying a candidate subset of the set of obj ects, each
object of the candidate subset including a respective attribute

55

value pair having the candidate attribute; and selecting the
candidate attribute as a key attribute of the set of objects if the

attribute-value pairs in the candidate subset of objects meet
prede?ned criteria With respect to the names of the objects in
the candidate subset of objects.

60

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
65

FIG. 1 illustrates a netWork, according to some embodi
ments of the invention.

information Written in the Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), i.e., a Web page. A document may include one or
more hyperlinks to other documents. A document may

tems that can reduce redundancy in a fact database.

SUMMARY

The document hosts 102 store documents and provide
access to documents. A document may be any machine-read

?ed by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), or Web address,
or any other appropriate form of identi?cation and/or loca
tion.
The fact repository engine 106 includes an importer 108, a
repository manager 110, a fact index 112, and a fact reposi
tory 114. The importer 108 extracts factual information from
documents stored on document hosts 102. The importer 108
analyZes the contents of the documents stored in document
host 102, determines if the contents include factual informa
tion and the subject or subjects With Which the factual infor
mation are associated, and extracts any available factual
information Within the contents.

The repository manager 110 processes facts extracted by
the importer 108. The repository manager 110 builds and
manages the fact repository 114 and the fact index 112. The
repository manager 110 receives facts extracted by the
importer 108 and stores them in the fact repository 114. The
repository manager 110 may also perform operations on facts

US 7,567,976 B1
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4

in the fact repository 114 to “clean up” the data Within the fact

repository 114. For example, the repository manager 110 may
look through the fact repository 114 to ?nd duplicate facts
(that is, facts that convey the exact same factual information)

attribute and the names of the gathered objects. In other
Words, the prede?ned criteria are de?ned based on hoW much
information a value for the candidate attribute provides With
respect to the object name, and vice versa. If the prede?ned

and merge them. The repository manager 110 may also nor

criteria are met, the candidate attribute is selected as a key

maliZe facts into standard formats. The repository manager
110 may also remove unWanted facts from the fact repository
114, such as facts meeting prede?ned objectionable content
criteria.
The fact repository 114 stores factual information

attribute (214).
In some embodiments, the prede?ned criteria are based on

the information entropy of the values for the candidate
attribute and the information entropy of the names of the

objects having A-V pairs With the candidate attribute. The

document hosts 102. In other Words, the fact repository 114 is

information entropy (or simply “entropy”) of a variable mea
sures the uncertainty of the variable. The entropy of variable

a database of factual information. A document from Which a

x, With possible outcomes 1 to m, is de?ned as:

extracted from a plurality of documents that are located on the

particular fact may be extracted is a source document (or
“source”) of that particular fact. In other Words, a source of a
fact includes that fact Within its contents. Source documents

may include, Without limitation, Web pages. Within the fact
repository 114, entities, concepts, and the like for Which the
fact repository 114 may have factual information stored are
represented by objects. An object may have one or more facts
associated With it. Each object is a collection of facts. In some
embodiments, an object that has no facts associated With it (an
empty object) may be vieWed as a non-existent object Within
the fact repository 114. Within each object, each fact associ
ated With the object is stored as an attribute-value pair. Each

i

20

Where p(i) is the probability of outcome i.
In some embodiments, a value entropy and a name entropy

are determined With respect to the candidate attribute, based

on the gathered objects (208), and both the value entropy and
the name entropy are compared against respective prede?ned
25

fact also includes a list of source documents that include the
fact Within its contents and from Which the fact Was extracted.

Further details about objects and facts in the fact repository

thresholds. The value entropy is the entropy of the values for
the attribute-value pairs having the candidate attribute. In
other Words, the value entropy is:

are described beloW, in relation to FIG. 4.

The fact index 112 provides an index to the fact repository
114 and facilitates ef?cient lookup of information in the fact

30

H(V) : - Z p(value)log2p(value),
values

repository 114. The fact index 112 may index the fact reposi
tory 114 based on one or more parameters. For example, the

fact index 112 may have an index that maps terms (e. g.,

Words, numbers, and the like) to records or locations Within
the fact repository 114. More speci?cally, the fact index 112
may include entries mapping every term in every object
name, fact attribute and fact value of the fact repository to
records or locations Within the fact repository.
It should be appreciated that each of the components of the
fact repository engine 106 may be distributed over multiple
computers. For example, the fact repository 114 may be
deployed over S servers, With a mapping function such as the
“modulo S” function being used to determine Which facts are
stored in each of the S servers. Similarly, the fact index 112

Where p(value) (hereinafter called “value probability” for
35

convenience) is the number of occurrences of a particular
value for the candidate attribute divided by the number of
gathered objects. If an object has multiple occurrences of the
candidate attribute-value pair, With the same value for all of
them, then that counts as only one occurrence, rather than

40

multiple occurrences. In other Words, the value probability is

the probability of the value occurring amongst the gathered

45

objects, assuming that there are no redundant A-V pairs
Within an object.
The name entropy is the entropy of the names of the gath
ered objects. In other Words, the name entropy is:

may be distributed over multiple servers, and the importer
108 and repository manager 110 may each be distributed over

multiple computers. HoWever, for convenience of explana
tion, We Will discuss the components of the fact repository
engine 106 as though they Were implemented on a single

H(N) : - Z p(narne)log2p(narne),
names

50

computer.
Where p(name) (hereinafter called “name probability” for

FIG. 2 is a How diagram illustrating a process for identify

ing key attributes, according to some embodiments of the

convenience) is the number of occurrences of a particular

gathered object name divided by the number of gathered

invention. A set of objects are accessed (202). Each accessed
object includes at least one fact identi?able as an attribute

55

value pair (hereinafter A-V pair). A candidate attribute is

object name includes gathered object names that are exact
matches and gathered object names that are similar. TWo

identi?ed (204). The candidate attribute is an attribute that is
in any of the A-V pairs that are associated With any object
Within the set of accessed objects. HoWever, the candidate

objects have similar names if the degree of similarity betWeen
the names of the tWo objects satis?es prede?ned similarity
criteria. In some embodiments, the similarity criterion is that
the edit distance, Which measures the number of operations

attribute may not be a name or property attribute. Name and

property attributes are described in further detail beloW, in
relation to FIG. 4. Objects of the set that have anA-V pair With
the candidate attribute are identi?ed and gathered (206).
The names of the gathered objects and the values of A-V

pairs in the gathered objects With the candidate attribute are

objects. The number of occurrences of a particular gathered

needed to transform one string to another, betWeen the names

of the tWo objects is less than a prede?ned edit distance
65

threshold. In some embodiments, an object may have more
than one name, further details of Which are described in

compared against prede?ned criteria. The prede?ned criteria

relation to FIG. 4. For such objects, only the primary names

are based on the correlation of the values for the candidate

are considered in the name entropy determination.

US 7,567,976 B1
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In some other embodiments, instead of determining H(V)
and H(N) at block 208 and comparing these tWo entropies

Information Theory, Inference, and Learning Algorithms,
Cambridge University Press, 2003; each of Which is hereby
incorporated by reference in its entirety as background infor

against respective prede?ned thresholds, conditional entro
pies H(V IN) and H(N IV) are determined (With respect to the

mation.

candidate attribute), and the conditional entropies are com

The determined value and name entropies are each com

pared against respective prede?ned thresholds. Conditional

pared to ?rst and second prede?ned thresholds, respectively.

value entropy H(VIN) measures the average uncertainty of

If the value entropy is less than the ?rst prede?ned threshold
(21 Oiyes), then the name entropy is compared With a second
prede?ned threshold. If the name entropy is less than the
second prede?ned threshold (212iyes), then the candidate
attribute is selected as a key attribute (214). If, hoWever, either
entropy is equal to or greater than its respective threshold
(210ino, 212ino), then there is no effect on the candidate

the value V When the name N is known. The formula for

H(VIN) is:

H(V | N) : —Zp(na.me) Z p(valueI name)log2, p(valueI name),
names

values

attribute (216); i.e., the candidate attribute is not selected as a

key attribute.
It should be appreciated that While FIG. 2 shoWs the com

Where p(valuelname) is the conditional value probability
given a particular gathered object name.
Similarly, the formula for conditional name entropy

H(NIV) is:

20

H(N | V) : —Zp(value) Z p(nameI value)log2, p(nameI value),
values

names

25

Where p(namelvalue) is the conditional name probability
given a particular value for the candidate attribute.
In further other embodiments, instead of determining tWo
entropies (unconditional or conditional) at block 208 and

parisons of the value and name entropies to respective thresh
olds performed serially, in a particular order, the tWo com
parisons may be performed in the reverse order (name
entropy ?rst) or in parallel. The criteria are that both entropies
are less than their respective thresholds; the order in Which the
comparisons are performed is immaterial.
If the entropies determined in block 208 are conditional
name and value entropies, the comparison process is similar
to the process for comparing value and name entropies. Both
conditional entropies are compared to third and fourth pre
de?ned thresholds, respectively. If both are less than their
respective thresholds, the candidate attribute is selected as a

key attribute (214). If either conditional entropy (or both) is
30

equal to or greater than its respective threshold, then there is

comparing them against respective prede?ned thresholds,

no effect (216).

either of tWo measures related to information entropy may be

If the value determined in block 208 is the joint entropy,
then that value is compared against a ?fth prede?ned thresh
old. If the joint entropy is less than the ?fth prede?ned thresh
old, the candidate attribute is selected as a key attribute (214).
If the joint entropy is equal to or greater than the ?fth pre
de?ned threshold, then there is no effect (216).

determined and compared against a respective prede?ned
threshold. In some embodiments, the measure determined is

the joint entropy (With respect to the candidate attribute):

35

If the value determined in block 208 is the mutual infor

H(V, N) : H(N, V) = —Z Z p(name, value)log2p(na.me, value),

mation, then that value is compared against a sixth prede?ned

names values

40

Where p(name, value) is the joint probability of the value for
the candidate attribute and the gathered object name.

(216).

The other measure that may be determined is the mutual

information (With respect to the candidate attribute), Which

threshold. If the mutual information is greater than the sixth
prede?ned threshold, the candidate attribute is selected as a
key attribute (214). If the mutual information is equal to or
less than the sixth prede?ned threshold, then there is no effect

45

It should be appreciated that the process of FIG. 2 may be

repeated to identify and select additional key attributes. It is

measures the reduction in the uncertainty of N resulting from

not necessary for every object in the fact repository 114 to

learning about V, or vice versa:

have anA-V pair With a particular key attribute. Thus, having
more than one key attribute provides greater coverage and
,

l

[(V, N) = [(N, V): Z Z p(name, value)log2 p(name Va ue)
names values

50

ensures that there is at least one key attribute for most, if not

all, objects in the fact repository 114.

p(name) p(value) '

The one or more key attributes serve as bases for inferring

that tWo objects in the fact repository represent the same

It should be appreciated that H(V,N):H(N,V):H(N)+H
(V|N):H(V)+H(N|V), and that I(V,N):H(V)—H(V|N):H
(N)—H(N IV). Thus, in practice, the determination of the joint

entity or concept. That is, using the values for the key attribute
55

(and the object names, as described beloW in relation to FIG.
3), objects may be inferred to be redundant. The fact that the
entropies for the key attributes are loW (or that the mutual
information is high) indicates that a value for a key attribute is
suf?ciently associated With a particular object name such that

60

a plurality of objects With the same or similar name and the
same value for the key attribute may be inferred to all repre
sent the same entity or concept, and vice versa.

entropy or mutual information may be determined by ?rst

determining the appropriate entropies and/ or conditional
entropies and then performing addition or subtraction opera
tions on them.

For more information on entropy, conditional entropy, joint

entropy, and mutual information and their computation, see,
for example, Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Commu
nication,” Bell System Technical Journal, July and October
1948; Cover et al., Elements oflnformation Theory, Wiley

Interscience, NeW York, 1991; Gray, Entropy and Informa
tion Theory, Springer-Verlag, NeW York, 1990; and MacKay,

FIG. 3 is a How diagram illustrating a process for merging
objects in a fact repository, according to some embodiments
65

of the invention. A key attribute is identi?ed (302). Objects
having an A-V pair With the key attribute are identi?ed and

gathered (304). If the object merging process proceeds imme

US 7,567,976 B1
7
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diately after the key attribute selection process, operations

as the object ID 402. The object 400 includes one or more

302 and 304 may be skipped because they Were already
performed as part of the key attribute selection process. The
gathered objects are sorted by the value in their respective

fact, such as a fact ID 410. Each fact 404 includes an attribute

412 and a value 414. For example, facts included in an object

A-V pairs With the key attribute (306). Names of objects With

representing George Washington may include facts having

the same value for the key attribute are compared (3 08). If tWo
objects have the same value for the key attribute and the same
or similar object name, the objects are merged into one and
the set of A-V pairs for the merged object is the union of the

attributes of “date of birth” and “date of death,” and the values
of these facts Would be the actual date of birth and date of
death, respectively. A fact 404 may include a link 416 to

facts 404. Each fact 404 includes a unique identi?er for that

another object, Which is the object identi?er, such as the
object ID 402 of another object Within the fact repository 114.

A-V pair sets of the previously separate objects (310).

The link 416 alloWs objects to have facts Whose values are

TWo objects have the same name if the names of the objects

match exactly. TWo objects have similar names if the degree
of similarity betWeen the names of the tWo objects satis?es
prede?ned similarity criteria. In some embodiments, the
similarity criterion is that the edit distance, Which measures

other objects. For example, for an object “United States,”
there may be a fact With the attribute “president” Whose value

is “George W. Bush,”, With “George W. Bush” being another
object in the fact repository 114. In some embodiments, the

the number of operations needed to transform one string to
another, betWeen the names of the tWo objects is less than a
prede?ned edit distance threshold. In some embodiments, a

value ?eld 414 stores the name of the linked object and the

link 416 stores the object identi?er of the linked object. In
some other embodiments, facts 404 do not include a link ?eld
416 because the value 414 of a fact 404 may store a link to

further similarity criterion is that all the terms (e.g., “John”
and “Kennedy”) in one of the tWo object names must be found

20

another object.

in the other object name (e.g., “John F. Kennedy”). If an

Each fact 404 also may include one or more metrics 418.

object has more than one name, then the primary name is used

The metrics may provide indications of the quality of the fact.

in the matching and similarity comparison.

In some embodiments, the metrics include a con?dence level

As described above in relation to operation 310, tWo
objects may be merged if they have the same value for the key
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attribute and have the same or similar name. In some embodi

ments, an (optional) additional requirement for merging the
tWo objects is that the tWo objects must share a prede?ned
number of additional A-V pairs. In other Words, the tWo
objects must have at least a prede?ned number of A-V pairs

ally be vieWed as a measure of hoW vital a fact is to an

understanding of the entity or concept represented by the
30

object.
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Each fact 404 includes a list of sources 420 that include the
fact and from Which the fact Was extracted. Each source may
be identi?ed by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), or Web
address, or any other appropriate form of identi?cation and/or
location, such as a unique document identi?er.

that are the same (that is, the same value for the same

attribute) across both objects, in addition to the A-V pair With
the identi?ed key attribute. This additional requirement fur
ther strengthens the inference that the tWo objects are the
same.

and an importance level. The con?dence level indicates the
likelihood that the fact is correct. The importance level indi
cates the relevance of the fact to the object, compared to other
facts for the same object. The importance level may option

It should be appreciated that operation 306 (sorting of the

In some embodiments, some facts may include an agent

gathered objects) is an optional operation. HoWever, sorting
It should be appreciated that While the description of opera
tion 310 above describes merging objects tWo at a time,
objects may be merged three or more at a time. Furthermore,
it should be appreciated that objects to be merged into one
object may have sets of A-V pairs that overlap but are not
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?eld 422 that identi?es the module that extracted the fact. For
example, the agent may be a specialized module that extracts
facts from a speci?c source (e.g., the pages of a particular Web
site, or family of Web sites) or type of source (e.g., Web pages
that present factual information in tabular form), or a module
that extracts facts from free text in documents throughout the
Web, and so forth.

exactly identical. In other Words, the objects to be merged
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specialized facts, such as a name fact 406 and a property fact

the gathered objects before proceeding to comparing names
may help make the overall process more ef?cient.

In some embodiments, an object 400 may have one or more

may have sets of A-V pairs that do not have a one-to-one

408. A name fact 406 is a fact that conveys a name for

correspondence. When merging objects With overlapping but
non-identical sets of A-V pairs, redundant A-V pairs in the
merged set of A-V pairs may be merged into one A-V pair.
If tWo objects have the same value for the key attribute but
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names that are not the same or similar, further action may be

taken. For example, additional names of the tWo objects may
be compared, as the same name may be made a primary name

in one object and a secondary name in the other. If the tWo
objects have no names that are the same or similar, then they
may be vieWed as con?icting objects. One or both of the
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objects may be removed from the fact repository to resolve
the con?ict. If only one object is removed, the decision of
Which one to remove may be based on prede?ned criteria,
such as Which object has more facts With more sources and/or
Which object has more facts With con?dence levels above a
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prede?ned con?dence threshold.
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary data structure for an object

Within the fact repository 114, according to some embodi
ments of the invention. As described above, the fact reposi
tory 114 includes objects, each of Which may include one or
more facts. Each object 400 includes a unique identi?er, such
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